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Abstract
This short ebook provides information and recommendations for people affected by the illegal
gangstalking program, which is run by the FBI in the United States. Internationally, it is run by
the CIA. The FBI uses “cover organizations” to assist with these illegal programs, including
the Infraguard and Citizen Corp groups. Many of these people are paid by the FBI through an

illegal program that involves the submission of fake “receipts” for reimbursement. People
submit their car payment, house payment, meals, etc – as “receipts” and the crooked FBI
agents pay them. Some criminal individuals are reimbursed up to $500,000 per year under
this illegal program. A handout is provided in this ebook which will be helpful to Targeted
Individuals because the perps that are involved in gangstalking, are not allowed to know this
information about the World Trade Center and 9-11. It is effective at discouraging or
eliminating some gangstalking. This information will be helpful to Targeted Individuals.

Introduction
The FBI is running the illegal gangstalking program in the United States. We know this
because they are the agents that are paying for services under an illegal reimbursement
program. See the news article at the Intercept:
https://theintercept.com/2017/01/31/how-the-fbi-conceals-its-payments-to-confidentialsources/
Some of these criminals are paid up to $500,000 per year to do whatever the FBI whats.
We also have information from Ted Gunderson, former FBI Chief. He had 700 FBI agents
under his leadership. “The CIA and FBI are behind most, if not all terrorism.” - Ted
Gunderson. Ted was murdered by poisoning in 2011. This is the same method that was used
by the CIA to murder inventor, Stan Meyers.
Attached below is a handout that is effective at discouraging or eliminating some
gangstalking. I encourage Targeted Individuals to print this handout and place it on the
doorsteps or windshields of persons that you believe may be involved in gangstalking. (If your
printer has been hacked – you can always save the file and print it at a copy shop.) According
to one source, about 80% of the CIA, and about 50% of the FBI are involved with Deep State
activities. This means there are still some good agents out there. Don't assume they are all
bad.
Here are some suggestions which you may find helpful:
1) Always carry a digital camera and some WTC handouts with you, when you go
somewhere. You will notice a significant decrease in the gangstalking when you do this. The
perps are not allowed to know about World Trade Center information – so it causes many
problems for the criminal managers at the FBI.
2) Keep a detailed written log of events, with license plate numbers, car descriptions, people
descriptions, etc.
3) Know where the FBI offices are, in your area.
4) The FBI gangstalkers may send children after you – as though this somehow implicates
you in bizarre behavior. Sharon Rose, the famous TI, has documented numerous cases of

the FBI sending children after TI's. Don't be alarmed – just give them a World Trade Center
handout for their parents. Ted Gunderson, former FBI Chief, investigated numerous
cases,where the FBI, CIA, and Deep State were involved with kidnapping children and child
sex slaves. Apparently, the cover-up goes to the top of the Rockefeller and Rothschild
families. The Pizzagate information is another example. A woman named Brice Taylor was
kidnapped and used as a child sex slave for Bob Hope and Henry Kissinger during the
Vietnam War. The Deep State has been kidnapping children for decades. She did a number
a speeches and presentations with Ted Gunderson to inform the public about these disturbing
and illegal programs under the control of the FBI and CIA.
www.educate-yourself.org/mc/thankstableofcontents.shtml
sharonpoet-ti.blogspot.com
The reason that the CIA and FBI continue to use these programs is because, once a political
person is filmed with these children – the CIA owns them and can order them to do anything.
“The CIA owns every person of any significance in the major media.” - William Colby, former
CIA Director. Testimony before Congress under sworn oath.
5) If you are experiencing synthetic telepathy or artificial voices – ignore them as best as you
can. Do not follow any instructions. Do not respond to their comments. Just ignore them –
they hate this the most. Their goal is to get you to commit an act of violence. Don't do it.
Examples are Myron Mays and Aaron Alexis, who were Targeted Individuals. Harming
yourself or another person does not help you, and only serves the interests of the FBI
criminals. “The Ends Never Justify the Means.”
6) Repeat this statement at bedtime - “I will only react to constructive suggestions.” Repeat it
any time you are having difficulty focusing your mind and attention, or any time negative
thoughts are keeping your attention. It is a very powerful subliminal suggestion.
7) Read the information available at BiggerThanSnowden.com and MindJustice.org
8) If your car electronics are being hacked – they are going in through the radio. Change the
radio tuner frequently.
9) If your digital camera is hacked remotely – they are sending a repetitive shutdown
command through your phone or wifi connection. You can purchase a old analog camera that
cannot be hacked, such as a Nikon FM, and use a roll of analog film. These used cameras
can be purchased for about $100 - $150 at a camera specialty store. Just having this camera
available will discourage the FBI criminals – because they cannot hack it.
10) The criminals have set up a postal diversion system for hacking electronics. Anything
you purchase thru the mail can be routed to the NSA criminal warehouse where they install
spyware, etc. Glenn Greenwald wrote about it in his book, “No Place To Hide.”

“Here’s how it works: shipments of computer network devices (servers, routers, etc,) being
delivered to our targets throughout the world are intercepted. Next, they are redirected to a
secret location where Tailored Access Operations/Access Operations (AO-S326) employees,
with the support of the Remote Operations Center (S321), enable the installation of beacon
implants directly into our targets’ electronic devices. These devices are then re-packaged and
placed back into transit to the original destination. All of this happens with the support of
Intelligence Community partners and the technical wizards in TAO.”
If you need to purchase electronics – go directly to a retail store. The Amazon Corporation is
completely infiltrated with CIA personnel. The CIA paid $600 million dollars to have their
servers placed under Amazon's contract and design.
12) Place a bumper sticker or window sticker on your vehicle that says “DrJudyWood.com”

Figure 1. Handout image.
You can find Dr Judy Wood's presentation here:

Figure 2. This image is taken from Figure 63 on DrJudyWood.com – World Trade Center
aerial view shortly after 9-11. The round laser holes are obvious – they look like cookie-cutter
holes. Perps are not allowed to know about this, because they will realize their FBI bosses
are criminals.
drjudywood.com/articles/DEW/StarWarsBeam4.html

Figure 3. Einstein quote.

Conclusions
Information has been provided which may be helpful to Targeted Individuals. There are many
ebooks that are free on my website RLighthouse.com, that will be helpful to Targeted
Individuals.
This document is a living document. The author reserves the right to make corrections and
changes.
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APPENDIX
I am a proud government whistleblower – see my ebooks about the criminal acts of the CIA
and FBI. Readers are advised that the NSA may be blocking or restricting access to some of
my ebooks, especially outside the United States. Readers are further advised that digital
tracking tags may have been placed in my ebooks. It may be best to download from Apple
iBooks, if possible. Note how slowly the jpg's load into the ebook when viewing. The content
of some ebooks may have been altered – still trying to monitor this. Hidden objects may have
been installed into the document for tracking. If you have tried to contact me, it is possible
that emails and phone calls are being blocked (Owenc787 at gmail) 713.three.zero.six.8287;
918 West 26th Street, Houston, Texas, 77008.
Readers are advised to review the website drjudywood.com which provides compelling
evidence about 9-11. http://drjudywood.com/articles/DEW/StarWarsBeam4.html ..... Note
Figure 63. Dr Wood spent many years researching this and filed suit against the US
Government, along with Dr Morgan Reynolds. Jet fuel does not burn through concrete and
steel. The cookie-cutter holes were made by a high-powered laser that rapidly ages material and turned the concrete and steel into dust in seconds. Note Figure 38(a) here:
http://drjudywood.com/articles/DEW/StarWarsBeam3.html ...Watch the steel beam turn into
dust while standing vertically. This laser operates at a harmonic of the blinking frequency which causes rapid aging. Readers are also advised to see the movie "Sirius" by Dr Steven
Greer, M.D. It is available for free on Netflix, where it is the #1 documentary, and to watch the
youtube videos by the Honorable Paul Hellyer, former Canadian Minister of Defense. He has

a book titled, “The Money Mafia.”
Also, find my brief educational videos on youtube (Some have been blocked from the search
engines).
For more than 4 years, this author has been stalked, harassed, and threatened by US
Government agents from the CIA, FBI, and NSA - because of the content of these ebooks.
My home has been broken into, repeatedly. In May 2014, my girlfriend was drugged and
kidnapped from LaGuardia airport. This is not a joke. My computer, phone, and alarm system
have been hacked, including those of my friends and family. It is truly sad and pathetic, these
agencies have become criminal organizations. If something happens to me (disappearance,
false criminal charges, sudden accident, etc. - my readers can be certain that the FBI and CIA
were involved. See my related ebooks identifying the murders of Gary Webb, Michael
Hastings, Phil Schneider, William Colby, Dr Eugene Mallove, Stan Meyers, Ted Gunderson,
and others. In my opinion, the Council on Foreign Relations (CFR) is behind these criminal
acts; David Rockefeller was the CEO and Chairman for many years.

Figure 4. ISBN for the ebook.

